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This article makes a study on verb's transitive semantic item of the fifth edition 
of the Contemporary Chinese Dictionary.The scope of object is bi-syllable and 2-5 
entrys words containing the verbal meanings.The methods used in this article are 
corpora, artificial tagging, qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis. This study 
start from the transitivity of verb's semantic item and focus on the paraphrasing 
language of verb’s transitive semantic item.Through research we find that: 
1 Chinese verbs, especially the multiple meanings of verbs' transitivity should be 
based on their entrys not on the whole verb itself. 
2 The transitivity of the bi-syllable verb items has relation with the construction 
of the word item. Most of transitive verb items are joint structure mode, and 
intransitive verb items are V-N structure.This has deep relationship with the 
interpretation of verbs’different transitive items. 
3 The paraphrasing language of verb’s transitive semantic item has it's own typical 
words which are different from the paraphrasing language of verb’s intransitive semantic 
item.The word “使” is the represent. About the defining model from the interpretation of 
the relationship,there is a general driving modes, “driving  conditions+ driving word+ 
driving objects+ driving results= transitive interpretation ”. Register as five main 
sub-drive modes. They are causative driving mode, considering  driving mode ,giving 
driving mode, obtaining driving mode and implement driving mode. 
4 We can try to make some improvements of the interpretation of transitive 
semantic item to reduce the difficulty of interpretation.And this has a positive 
meaning to compilation of the Chinese learners’dictionary. 
5 Causative method of transitive interpretation has been solidified.But in the use 
of this method of transitive definitions exists chaos phenomena, there are seven 
different sub-models.And the use of this method needs to be standardized. 
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化，把动词义位的释义模式从宏观上分为以下 17 类，其中 e代表相关修饰成分。 
eA+(d)V  (d)V+eO  eY+(d)V  (d)V+eF  eI+(d) V  (d)V+eM 
eT+(d)V  (d)V+eP  (d)V+eD  (d)V+eQ  (d)V+eW  (d)V+eR 
(d)V+eG  (d)V+eS  (d)V+eN  (d)V+eE  (d)V+eC 
张绍麒、于屏方[10]选取了四部词典——《现代汉语词典》(2005)、《现代
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